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4-8 June 2018

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF KYIV-MOHYLA ACADEMY
YUCHYMMENO FAMILY DOCTORAL SCHOOL

VII PhD ANNUAL CONFERENCE

NaUKMA HISTORICAL AND MUSEUM CENTRE
09:00-09:30  
Registration

09:30 – 09:45  
**Opening of the Conference**  
Welcoming speeches

09:45– 10:45  
**Session “Science for Society: open mind and responsibility”**

- Entrepreneurs in post-Maidan Ukraine: values and life paths – Sviatoslav Sviatnenko (PhD program “054 Sociology”)
- Consensus of postmaidan political elite - Maryna Bardina (PhD program “054 Sociology”)
- History as a source of patriotism - Andrii Fert (PhD program “032 History and Archeology”)

10:45– 11:00  
*Tea/coffee break*

11:00– 13:00  
**DocHub Workshop for PhD students: “Academic Conference Presentations in English: Tips on Preparation, Structure and Visuals”**  
Lecturers: Kathleen Moore, Hanna Parviainen (Tampere University, Finland)

13:00– 13:30  
*Tea/coffee break*

13:30– 16:45  
**Session “Science for Society: open mind and responsibility”**

- Educational transitions as a method of educational inequality study – Lesia Khomenko (PhD program “054 Sociology”)
- Resilience strategies in war-affected schools children living in 40 km zone near the Contact Line (Donetsk Oblast)– Oksana Basenko (PhD program “053 Psychology”)
- Psycho-emotional regulation in soldiers during the period of post-extremal adjustment – Nataliya Stadnichenko (PhD program “053 Psychology”)
- Who are you without your photograph? - Julia Petruk (PhD program “033 Philosophy”)
- The technique of the modern political myths in philosophy of the 20th century - Oleksandr Siedin (PhD program “033 Philosophy”)

15:30 – 15:45  
*Tea/coffee break*

15:45– 16:45  
**Session “Science for Society: open mind and responsibility”**

- Created Gods: public selective reception of scientific hypothesis and their feedback effects – Oksana Samara ((PhD program “034 Cultural Studies”)
- Some aspects of Ukrainian-Russian bilingualism among high-school students of Chernihiv: current situation and future – Svitlana Nemyrovska (PhD program “035 Philology”)
- Analyzis of archaezoological material from dwellings fifth and eight by ohrin 8 mesolithic settlement – Alina Veiber (PhD program “032 History and archaeology”)

16:45– 17:00  
**Closure of the day**
09:30–10:45  **Session “Science for Society: open mind and responsibility”**

- The Rule of Law Principle through the Action of the Law in time – Alona Shulima (PhD program “081 Law”)
- Recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards in Ukraine – Vasylyna Odnorih (PhD program “081 Law”)
- What is the European Union and what is its purpose? - Aylyan Feliv (PhD program “082 International Law”)
- The role of European Asylum Support Office in securitization of asylum seekers - Tetiana Shevchuk (PhD program “082 International Law”)
- International legal regulation of marine ecosystems: human’s impact, economic world order & right of future generations – Iryna Fatieieva (PhD program “082 International Law”)

10:45–11:00  *Tea/coffee break*

11:00–13:00  **DocHub Workshop for PhD students: “Conference Presentations in English: Training for Handling the Question and Answer Session”**

Lecturers: Kathleen Moore, Hanna Parviainen (Tampere University, Finland)

13:30–15:00  **Session “Science for Society: open mind and responsibility”**

- Intra-party democracy and intensity of legal regulation: methods in interdisciplinary research – Kateryna Pesotska (PhD program “081 Law”)
- The right of access to justice as a prerequisite for human rights enforcement – Vladyslav Buryi (PhD program “Law”)
- Legal regulation of encouragement for employees in the local self-government – Petro Mozolevskiy (PhD program “081 Law”)
- Execution of court decisions in Ukraine: the most effective actions for private enforcement agent – Denys Ishchenko (PhD program “081 Law”)
- Technology of distributed register on decentralized legal regulation – Roman Yakovliev (PhD program “081 Law”)

15:00–15:15  *Tea/coffee break*

15:15–17:45  **Session “Innovation in research: growth of knowledge”**

- Regional innovation ecosystems in Ukraine – Andrii Kobernyk (PhD program “051 Economics”)
- Ecosystem for innovations - lateral approach to economic policy strategy – Olena Sorokina (PhD program “051 Economics”)
- New knowledge in Economics: transformation and updating – Ivan Zatvarskyi (PhD program “051 Economics”)
- SMEs of Ukraine: what have we learned from the missed opportunities? – Andrii Voloshyn (PhD program “051 Economics”)
- Study of TNC: impact on the society – Liubov Opanasenko (PhD program “051 Economics”)
- Research methods to evaluate the shadow economy in Ukraine – Valeriia Vasylchuk (PhD program “072 Finances”)
- Main goal of merger and acquisition deals - Dmytro Shevchenko (PhD program “Finances”)

17:45–18:00  *Closure of the day*
Session “Innovation in research: growth of knowledge”

- Some perspectives on the origins of the title "korol": issues of methodology – Nazar Biletskyi (PhD program “032 History and archaeology”)

- A case-study of Jewish book collections from Kamianets-Podilskiy: challenges and perspectives - Nadia Ufimtseva (PhD program “032 History and archaeology”)

- Stones, sea and barrows: Scythian time sites in the landscape of Northern Azov coast - Alisa Demina (PhD program “032 History and archaeology”)

11:30– 11:45 Tea/coffee break

- The concept of “fictional multiverse”: from tradition to innovation - Tetiana Kalytenko (PhD program “035 Philology”)

- Short story as a genre: from ritual till metagenres novations– Mariia Oreshko (PhD program “035 Philology”)

- Origin and transformation of the genre of the family saga – Viktoria Rudych (PhD program “035 Philology”)

- The essence of Ukrainian futurism – Oksana Ginchuk (PhD program “035 Philology”)

- Diphthongization and monophthongization: what new it brings to our understanding of the history of Ukrainian – Oksana Lebedivna (PhD program “035 Philology”)

13:00– 13:30 Tea/coffee break

Lecturers: Kathleen Moore, Hanna Parviainen (Tampere University, Finland)

15:30 – 15:00 Tea/coffee break

16:00-17:45 Session “Innovation in research: growth of knowledge”

- Interpolation problems for random fields from observations in perforated plane – Anastasia Florenko (PhD program “113 Applied Mathematics”)

- Nash equilibrium in stochastic games of capital accumulation – Illia Sylenko (PhD program “113 Applied Mathematics”)

- Metric dimension of ultrametric spaces - Bogdan Ponomarchuk (PhD program “113 Applied Mathematics”)

- Periodic biotope space properties – Roman Yavorskyi (PhD program “113 Applied Mathematics”)

- Algorithms for calculation permutations using binary root trees – Vita Olshevska (PhD program “113 Applied Mathematics”)

18:00 – 20:00 Open NaUKMA Social Sciences and Humanities Research Colloquium
Moderator: Dr. André Härtel, the DAAD Associate Professor for “German and European Studies” at NaUKMA, aud. 5-313
Session “Innovation in research: growth of knowledge”

09:30 – 11:00 Lecture: The overview of the academic carrier ways for young scientists (from BSc to professor) and financial support in EU and Poland
Prof. Wojciech Kujawski (Nicolaus Copernicus University, Torun, Poland).

- Using α,β-unsaturated, β-alkoxyvinyl polyfluoroalkyl ketones – Anton Klipkov (PhD program “102 Chemistry”)
- Novel cyanoheterometallic iron-based frameworks with spin transition – Volodymyr Hiiuk (PhD program “102 Chemistry”)
- Synthesis and heterocyclization of 4-amino-5-carboxy-functionalized pyrazole – Heorhii Yakovenko (PhD program “102 Chemistry”)
- Syntheses and targeted functionalization of 7-hydroxytriazolo[4,5-e][1,4]diazepin-4-ones – Nataliia Syrota (PhD program “102 Chemistry”)
- Structural Modification of Pyrazolo [1,5-a] pyrazines – Evhenii Hrynyshyn (PhD program “102 Chemistry”)
- Modified chitosan for membrane modification – Kharchenko Kateryna (PhD program “102 Chemistry”)
- Nanoceria: preparation, characterization and catalytic activity – Alina Grynko (PhD program “102 Chemistry”)
- QUSAR analysis of potential biological activi stuffs – Maryna Zhuravliova (PhD program “102 Chemistry”)
- Oleh Dzodzyk (PhD program “102 Chemistry”)
- Tetiana Yemelianova (PhD program “102 Chemistry”)

13:30-16:00 DocHub Workshop for PhD students “Academic Writing: Readability and Clarity”
Lecturers: Kathleen Moore, Hanna Parviainen (Tampere University, Finland)

16:00 – 16:15 Tea/coffee break

16:15-17:45 Session “Searching and justification of research methods”

- Choose your prior: Probability Density Functions as priors in Bayesian Statistics – Oleksii Hrachov (PhD program “054 Sociology”)
- Methodological limitations of estimating the number of sex workers – Oksana Kovtun (PhD program “054 Sociology”)
- Discourse analysis as a research method: features of application and problem areas – Roman Basii (PhD program “054 Sociology”)
- Motivation peculiarities of veterans seeking for psychological help – Mykola Voronin (PhD program “053 Psychology”)
- Methodological research framework of resilience: overcoming limitations by innovative approaches – Anna Goloktionova (PhD program “053 Psychology”)
- The struggles and obstacles of investigative journalism in countries of the former Soviet Union – Oleksandr Yaroshchuk (PhD program “061 Journalism”)

18:00 – 19:30 DocHub Workshop: Multiple dimensions of Researcher’s Social responsibility
Prof. Aleksandr Kulyk (Oles Honchar Dnipro National University).
Aud. 5-301-302
Session “Searching and justification of research methods”

- Oxazole triazinone as growth factor of plant – Ilona Mohilnokova (PhD program “091 Biology”)
- The tissue specificity of new KATP-channels activator – flocalin – Nataliia Shtefan (PhD program “ 091 Biology”)
- Development of nanoemulses based on hytosian and gialuronic acid for acne therapy – Maria Savchenko (PhD program “102 Chemistry”)
- Fullerene-containing nanocomposites for biomedical purposes – Yurii Boiko (PhD program “102 Chemistry”)
- Novel methodological approaches of stem cells in vitro investigation – Margaryta Pakharenko (PhD program “091 Biology”)
- Microfluidic technology for in vitro fertilization: Research and Practice – Vadym Honchar (PhD program “091 Biology”)
- Investigation of forest cover dynamics in Carpathian National Nature Park, using remote sensing and GIS – Dmytro Poberezhnyi (PhD program “091 Biology”)
- Implementation of RISE tool for making sustainability assessment of Ukrainian farms - Yaroslava Lukavenko (PhD program “091 Biology”)
- Habitats approach: an essence for successful management for Nature Reserve Fund objects – Serhii Makarchuk (PhD program “Biology”)

13:30-16:00 DocHub Workshop for PhD students “Academic Writing: Peer Editing”
Lecturers: Kathleen Moore, Hanna Parviainen (Tampere University, Finland)

16:15-17:45 Session “Searching and justification of research methods”

- Methodological issues in researching academic philosophy – Anna Pylypiuk (PhD program “033 Philosophy”)
- Research into Spektorskyi’s life and works as an example of intellectual history of academic philosophy in Ukraine – Oksana Slobodian (PhD program “033 Philosophy”)
- Concept of act and potency and their role in metaphysics of Aristotle – Bohdan Babenko (PhD program “033 Philosophy”)
- Negative philosophy as a method: the case of the Frankfurt School - Ihor Andriichuk (PhD program “033 Philosophy”)
- The role of reality in the history of art: methodology and goals – Andrii Onyshchenko (PhD program “033 Philosophy”)
- The use of cultural transfer in history – Oksana Poluliakh (PhD program “032 History and archaeology”)
- Evaluating collaborative models of art exhibition in the digital age – Borys Sorokin (PhD program “034 Cultural studies”)
- The sources and methods for researching ukrainian sacred architecture of the 1990s - Neshevets Nataliia (PhD program “034 Cultural studies”)
- Applying visual methods to study HIV treatment trajectories among people who inject drugs – Vladimir Stepanov (PhD program “054 Sociology”)

17:45– 18:00 Closure of the conference
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